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Lay expressions of piety are seldom published, rarely acknowledged and, it seems, 

almost never critiqued. In spite of its marginal status, this branch of devotional literature has a 

rich history that – at least, insofar as Eastern Christian Studies are concerned, -- has yet to be 

tracked and investigated.  Especially challenging in this regard are Canadian writers who feed off 

their Eastern Christian traditions and use the English language as their preferred medium of 

expression. Recent examples include works by two women: Christine Granger’s poetic gem, 

Mary Mother of My Lord (Novalis Press, 1996) and Myrna Kostash’s  Prodigal Daughter under 

review here. 

Both Granger (nee Chumak) and Kostash draw upon religious iconography as a 

springboard for their inspiration. For the latter, it’s an image of a youngish Saint Demetrius, a 

major figure in Eastern Christian hagiography (he reportedly died in 304AD) that begins to 

intrigue Kostash. The attraction snowballs and prompts her to embark on a pilgrimage that takes 

ten years, spans two continents and two millennia of history.  There is, however, a hidden 

agenda: with the help of her chosen Saint, Kostash seeks “to understand how my people, broadly 

understood to be Slavs, became citizens of that other mother country known as the Orthodox 

Church.” (p.161) Undaunted by the immense historic-geographic scope of her project, Kostash 

delivers a beautiful chronicle of her foray into the “spiritual archives” of Orthodoxy -- a lavish 

galaxy of antiquities and miracles guarded by a cast of gate-keepers ranging from academics and 

priests to go-betweens such as tour guides and translators. 



In some ways the book constitutes an exercise in cultural archaeology and evokes the 

medieval apocrypha known in Russian as Xozhdenija blagorodicy po mukam (which roughly 

translated means The Blessed Mary’s Peregrinations Among the Tormented of Hell).  An 

accomplished and prolific writer, this “traveller from Ukrainian-Canadian Orthodoxy” (p.244) 

maps out her own itinerary and along the way conjures up a luxurious mix of vignettes ranging 

from` grisly scenes of torture to moments of awe and poetic contemplation. Here and there she 

confronts the tortuous interplay of religion, state and ethnicity that plagues so much of Europe as 

well as her “home” church in Canada and attendant identity issues.   

Kostash’s quest brings her face to face with still another thorny issue: how “scientific” 

are her findings?  Should she care?  In the spirit of “creative nonfiction” Kostash sidesteps the 

limitations of established methodologies to use her pen as an instrument in pursuit of faith, 

beauty and self-discovery and delivers a kind of diary featuring an assortment of fascinating 

asides and historical flashbacks. The result is a seemingly boundless landscape composed of 

different kinds of knowledge. For some tastes, Kostash’s account may appear to be distortional, 

unprincipled, too eclectic and “me” focused. Her language may seem slangy or even irreverent 

when she studies “what mysteries are being performed behind the iconostasis, that exclusively 

male zone” or describes a young priest, “hell bent for leather, swinging the censer like a yoyo at 

the scores of icons distributed throughout the church” (p.250). 

Nonetheless, though complex and arduous, this “journey to Byzantium” is certainly never 

boring. It needs to be savoured slowly.  Passages like the following sensuous excerpt demand 

such attention: 

The priests pass the Litanies around among themselves while the male choir sings the  

responses and worshippers whisper along with them.  The Lamentations make my hair stand on  



end.  Flowers give off their perfume in the heat and light.  There is a “dance” of all the  

processions up and down the aisles, priests swirling around, genuflecting, embracing, the people  

themselves in constant motion.  I feel like one of those emissaries of a barbarian kingdom who,  

visiting Constantinople the first time and entering Hagia Sophia, cap in hand, looks around in  

wonderment at the architecture of Paradise and faints. (p.254)   

Like her classic All of Baba’s Children (1977), Kostash’s Prodigal Daughter is too meaty 

to be taken lightly. The true miracle here is that, despite any drawbacks, the reader, like Kostash,  

completes this journey humbled, enlightened and refreshed.


